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I’ve got a lunch with my producer and it’s not to tell 
me he’s going to make my character more funny—he came 
to take up this article and say, ‘This is in 150 newspa-
pers.’” Happily, Saget has had a dynamic career post–Full 
House, including an HBO special, multiple TV appear-
ances—he’s the voice of the future Ted Mosby on How 
I Met Your Mother, for one—and a stint on Broadway 
as Man in Chair in The Drowsy Chaperone, a role he got 
through a former executive producer of Full House, Bob 
Boyett. “I told him it took him 25 years to get me back in 
a cardigan sweater.”

He’s not sure how he got away with it.
From the beginning, Saget’s bipolar career has been 
evenly split between the pure and the profane, but most 
people were only exposed to his X-rated side after his 
appearance in the 2005 film The Aristocrats. “I became 
a bit of a hipster for a moment,” he recalls. “It was like, 
Who is this guy and why is he planning this career move? 
I was like, What career move? Somebody asked me to 
do something and I can’t believe I didn’t get excommu-
nicated from the world.” The movie featured dozens of 
comedians telling versions of the same joke that was said 
to be the filthiest ever told, and Saget did not disappoint. 
“People tell me, ‘You’re dirty,’” Saget says. “I can name 
you a thousand comedians, 10 of whom are incredibly 
famous, who are much dirtier than I am. I guess they 
picture me DustBusting.” The ghost of Danny Tanner—
and his OCD-level cleanliness—is a hard one to shake, 
but Saget doesn’t mind. “You can’t pretend that didn’t 
happen,” he says of his Full House days. “I was talking 
to [John] Stamos the other night, and we were saying 
there are times when people feel like they know a cer-
tain character. There’s a comfort; you’re [watching that 
character] in your living room or in the bedroom. Hope-
fully we weren’t in too many people’s bedrooms during 
Full House, because that just crosses all lines.”
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_WHAT DO YOU SAY?

Bob Saget
The candid comedian riffs on dirty jokes, Dirty Work, and his legacy as Full House’s 
control-freak dad, Danny Tanner. By Lara Zarum

His head is in the Cloud.
Although Bob Saget is widely known for his role as Full 
House’s neat-freak dad, the actor/director was doing stand-
up before Danny Tanner ever existed. But a few things 
have changed since he began his comedy career in the 
1970s: “I have everything floating on my iPhone,” he says. 
“All my jokes are in the Cloud, so somebody at a Genius 
Bar could go out and do my show.” A self-avowed con-
trol freak despite his “anything goes” approach to show 
business, Saget’s line of attack is to prepare as much as 
possible in order to be as loose as he can be in front of 
an audience. “When I hit the stage at the Queen Eliza-
beth Theatre, I have no concerns over where that hour is 
going to go. My first 15 minutes is just me going, ‘Hello, 
I’m here, and I’m really sorry.’”

There are a few more tricks up his sleeve.
One of the touchstones of Saget’s career is the 1998 film 
Dirty Work, starring Norm MacDonald, Artie Lange, and 
Chris Farley, which Saget directed. Although it’s become 
a bit of a cult favourite, he recalls, “Dirty Work did not 
perform in the theatres. It did not make its money. And 
that’s the bottom line of how much you get to direct, 
unless you really fight for it.” He hasn’t fought to direct 
anything since the 2006 mockumentary Farce of the 
Penguins, which he also wrote, but he alludes to hav-
ing another project in the works. Saget is also writing a 
“memoir-ish” book “about comedy and death,” two sub-
jects that, for him, go hand in hand: “There’s survival, 
there’s life, there’s death, and then there’s comedy. You 
can screw up all of those, but don’t screw up comedy.”

Maybe he should have just kept his mouth shut that time.
Saget admits that it can be frustrating to play “the Richie 
Cunningham part,” something he mistakenly revealed 
to a journalist at an award show during the Full House 
era. “I was in Philadelphia getting some award for being 
a Jew—you know, ‘You’re Jew of the year. Here’s your 
award.’ I was about to go get my Star of David on a plaque, 
and this reporter said, ‘Are you ever frustrated by Full 
House?’ And I said, ‘Yeah, yeah, I am.’ All of a sudden 

Bob Saget performs on March 3 at the Queen 
Elizabeth Theatre, 190 Princes’ Blvd., 416-263-3293, 

queenelizabeththeatre.ca.
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The medical profession’s central edict: “First, do no harm.” 
The guiding principle for medical dramas runs more along 
the lines of, “First, assume every headache is a brain tumour.” 
These shows require more than the usual suspension of dis-
belief: I felt validated by my decision to quit Grey’s Anatomy 
after four seasons when, in later seasons, Izzie got a brain 
tumour (and then another one), George was hit by a bus and 
died, and the doctors started singing Snow Patrol’s “Chasing 
Cars” mid-surgery.
The latest entry in the genre is Monday Mornings, based 
on a 2012 novel by CNN’s medical correspondent, Dr. San-
jay Gupta, credited as a co-creator along with David E. Kel-
ley. The title refers to the weekly morbidity and mortality 
(M&M) meetings that take place at the fictional Chelsea 
General Hospital in Portland, where the chief of staff (Alfred 
Molina) grills doctors on their latest medical errors.

A defining trope of the medical drama is the hospital-
as-high-school analogy, an aspect that the now-cancelled 
Emily Owens, M.D. magnified by placing its lead character 
alongside her med-school crush and high-school nemesis. 
On Monday Mornings, the M&M meetings take place in an 
auditorium, inviting the viewer to imagine the doctors as 
teenagers forced to sit through a school assembly as they 
slouch in their chairs and exchange smirks.

This analogy serves the notion that TV doctors can never 
handle their personal lives the way they can a triple bypass, 
a common theme in the mid-’90s heyday of medical soaps 
like Chicago Hope—another David E. Kelley production, 
and one which got its ass whooped by ER. Legal dramas, 
like Ally McBeal and The Practice, have always been more 
of Kelley’s forte (he’s an ex-lawyer), and Monday Mornings 
brings his legal expertise into the foreground. The impulse 
to peel back the curtain on the more politically charged 
aspects of medicine seems like the logical next step for the 
genre. But the M&M gimmick does little to hide the show’s 
reliance on the same stale tricks.

The malpractice angle gives Monday Mornings a conve-
nient excuse to pit doctors in a suffering contest against 
both the patients and each other, the medical drama’s favou-
rite habit. The dovetailing of patients’ ailments with the 
doctors’ personal crises feels especially heavy-handed on 
this show. In the first episode, a mother whose child dies 
on the operating table consoles the guilty doctor who per-
formed the surgery. And I’m glad the 13-year-old with a 
fatal brain tumour was able to remind Dr. Napur (Sarayu 
Rao) that life is short so she should go ahead and ask that 
cute doctor out already.

Medical dramas probably should have ceased operations 
after the 2008 premiere of Childrens Hospital, a brilliant 
parody of the genre on the cable channel Adult Swim. Cre-
ated by Rob Corddry, the show barely manages to be more 
ridiculous than the material it spoofs. In one episode ripped 
from a Grey’s plot, the doctors have to choose between sav-
ing an old black man and a white teenager, both of whom 
are impaled on the same pole: “What started out as a rou-
tine multiple  pole impaling has become a socio-racial mine-
field,” a doctor panics. 

Judging by the spate of 2012/2013 medical shows that 
never made it to a second season—Emily Owens, M.D., The 
Mob Doctor, Animal Practice, Do No Harm—Monday Morn-
ings is on shaky ground. The renaissance that dramatic 
TV has enjoyed over the past decade doesn’t seem to have 
touched doctor shows. I’d love to see a truly raw medical 
drama, shot with harsh lighting and featuring doctors who 
actually look as frazzled as they claim to be. 

With the recent cancellations of House and Private Prac-
tice, I propose a moratorium on the medical drama—at least 
until someone can figure out a way to outdo the medical 
comedy. Last year, The Office’s Mindy Kaling premiered 
her excellent new show, The Mindy Project, in which she 
plays an OB/GYN looking for love. In the funniest episode so 
far, Mindy’s colleague insists he can take her on as a patient 
since he has no personal feelings towards her. Determined 
to prove him wrong, she asks him to be her gynecologist, 
and they make it to the breast exam before he finally ducks 
out. If this sounds like a potential Grey’s storyline, that’s no 
surprise: At this point, the medical drama is simply comedy 
delivered with too much gravitas.

Bad medicine: Why so  
many modern doctor dramas  
are dumb on arrival
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agree to 
disagree?

“I have a 
friend, Jennifer 
Finnigan, she’s 
on a brand-new 

show called 
Monday
Mornings.  

I just thought it 
was so good.” 
—Bob Saget

Shot in 
Toronto!!!


